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See also Sewell and Dikshit's The Indian Calendar t pp. 14 and 15,
for an extract from a Panchdnga, See also §§ no and in.
The lord of the year is generally the lord of the first day of the
year, bait Mars does not seem to fit in with Marshall's data. See
note O. However, igth March, 167 j-, the first day of the lunar year,
was a Tuesday. The prognostics for a year ruled by Mars are
given in the Brihat Samhitd (xix. 7-9), but they do not agree very
well with our text. According to the Kdlaprakasikd the lord of the
day on which the Sun enters Aries is the lord of the year ; the lord
of the day on which the Sun enters Taurus is the Diwdn ; the lord
of the day on which it enters Sagittarius is the lord of corn, etc.
The objects to be sacrificed to mitigate sickness connected with
the nakshatras may be compared with a similar list for planets
in § 28 ; and also with the list of objects allotted to the asterisms
in the Brihat Samhitd (xv) .
" Oramshawe " =Aurangshdhi i.e. Aurangzeb.
' ' Beecremodgit ' ' = Vikramdditya .    ' ' Sicca ' * = £ak a .
 90.	See note Q (b).
 91.	See also § 80.    The fatal nakshatras in § 91 are numbers 2,
6, 10, 13, 19, 25.    Compare with lists in §§ 15, 40, 49, and see
note J (a).    The rule is similar to that in § 78.
92. " Crisson   Putch " = Krishna   paksha ;
paksha.
 " Soocol   Putch
 93.	" Teet " sztithi.    A tithi is the time during which the Moon
increases her distance from the Sun by 12 degrees.    It varies in
length by about two hours, and there are 360 tithis to 354 civil
days approximately ;   therefore a tithi may begin and end on the
same day, or it may occupy the whole of one day and parts of two
others.    A tithi on which the Sun does not rise is expunged, and
a tithi on which the Sun rises twice is repeated (hence Marshall's
note).    Generally there are 13 omitted and 7 added" fr*2&z*5 in a
year (Sewell and Dikshit, The Indian Calendar, pp. 3, 18).    The
tithi which ends at the moment of full Moon is termed purnimd.
Sometimes the last tithi is called by the name of the month of
which it marks the end,  and sometimes by the   name of the
following month.    See also § in and the note thereon.
 94.	See note F.    Marshall's remark is explained by the following
comparison :
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